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Abstract

An information-theoretic derivation is presented for the learning
theory recently reported by Tishby, Levin, and Solla (TLS). The re
sulting learning theory is shown to apply to any problem of modeling
data.

1 Introduction

A statistical theory which describes the learning of a relation from examples
was reported in (Tishby, Levin, and Solla, 1989). It built on earlier work in
(Schwartz, Samalan, Solla, and Denker, 1990) and has been carefully restated
in (Levin, Tishby, and Solla, 1990). In that literature, statistical mechanics
was used to relate the probability of independent input-output data pairs to
a layered neural network.

2 Maximum entropy and modeling

In this section I will show that a TLS theory can be constructed for any
problem in which parameters of a model are chosen to fit data. Consider a
problem in which data {xi}~~f drawn from an unknown density p(x) are to
be fitted with some model by adjusting parameters w to minimize an additive
error function during a training procedure. In the case of training a layered
feedforward net, the data are input-output pairs; the parameters ware the
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usual weights and biases; the error function and training procedure might
be squared error and backpropagation. However the theory is much more
general.

Except for the case of linear regression, there is lit tle theoretical guidance
for identifying when data is sufficient to determine the model. Often the total
set of available data {xi}~~f is divided into a training set {Xi}~~~ and a re
maining test set. The model is trained to a specified error f.T on {Xi}~~~ and
then tested against the remaining data. In principle this procedure could
be repeated for randomly selected test sets and initial values and the av
erage results could be tabulated as functions of m and f.T. Implicit in this
hypothetical exercise is an average density (p<m)(w )):r of nets trained to an
error f.T on m examples. The true (p<m)(w))z would be difficult to calculate
in general, mostly because it involves the details of the training procedure.
However the end result of training may depend more on the form of the
model, the amount of the data, the noise in the data, and the training error
ET, than on the details of the training procedure. In that case, the maxi
mum entropy density (p(m)(W)):r resembles (p<m)(W)):r and might be used to
predict training behavior and generalization.

The principle of maeimurti entropy is a general inference tool which pro
duces probabilities characterized by certain average values of specified func
tions(Jaynes, 1979). To the extent that entropy measures information, a
maximum entropy estimate contains only the information implied by those
average values and makes no other assumptions (e.g. about the training pro
cedure). It is useful to also incorporate a prior estimate p(O)(w) ofp<m)(w) by
considering the entropy of p(m)(w) relative to p(O)(w)

(1)

So little is known about p<m)(w) that p(O)(w) is chosen merely as a restriction
to reasonable portions of w space. For example, in back propagation it is
unreasonable to expect the weights as large as O(106 ) and perhaps O(1) is a
little too small. In any case the first test of this theory must be for sensitivity
to p(O)(w) .

In the maximum entropy sense, the density p(m)(w) that contains the
least information beyond p(O}(w) but is nevertheless a normalized density
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with integral

/ dwp(m)(w) = 1

and with specific average training error

(2)

can be found with calculus of variations and two Lagrange multipliers Q and
f3 in the usual way. The extremum satistifies

(4)

which can be solved for p(m)(w) to get

(5)

where f3 has been left, but exp(l - ex) has been evaluated in terms of the
more conventional normalization

(6)

that depends on the particular set of examples as well as their number.
Equation 5 is significant. It is an estimate of the probability density of

models of the form (i. e. architecture for a neural net) defined by the func
tional relation between wand x in e( e , w) after being trained from random
initial values of w to an average error Equation 3 on the particular data set
{Xi}~~r. However Equation 5 is still not useful as a predictor of average
training behavior because it does depend on the particular examples in the
set {Xi}~~~ . In order to remove that effect, I average Equation 5 over all
possible m examples

(7)

Equation 7 can be used to define a performance criterion, the average

prediction fraction
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which is the fraction of models distributed according to p(m)(w) which have
an error function e within about 1/(3 of the next unseen example X m+l on
average.

Equations 7 and 8 are inconvenient to evaluate exactly because of the
z(m) term of Equation 6 in their denominators. TLS propose an "annealed
approximation" which in the present context is equivalent to replacing z(m) in
Equation 7 by its average over ways of choosing {Xi}~~~

(z(m»)x =.1 dW.l dx(m)p(Xl)p(X2)"'p(Xm)p(O)(w) exp(-,8L:~~;n€(Xi,W))

(9)
which can be written

where
f(w) - Jdxp(x)exp(-,8€(x,w)).

With this the average prediction fraction of Equation 8 becomes

c/J(m) = Jdwp(O)( w)fm+l(w) .
Jdwp{O)(w)fm(w)

(10)

(11)

(12)

Equation 12 predicts generalization behavior by drawing a maximum entropy
inference of the average consistency between the model represented by E( X, W )

and m examples drawn from p(x).
I will show that Equation 12 is is well suited for theoretical analysis and is

also convenient in practical numerical calculations for small problems. This
is because it is easy to produce Monte Carlo estimates for the averages over
the {Xi}~~~ by using the entire set of available data {xi}~~f .

3 Relation to TLS

In this subsection I will show that under the assumptions of Tishby, Levin,
and Solla, my average predition fraction is proportional to their Average
Prediction Pro bability ((p(m) ) )

(13)
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where

z(f3) = f ds: exp( -f3€(z ,w)) (14)

normalizes the probability density for the conditional probability
I

1
p(xlw) = z(f3)exP(-f3€(x,w)) (15)

(16)f(w) = f dxp(x) z(f3)p(xlw) = z(f3)g(w)

which TLS use to describe the behavior of a single certain net w. Equation 15
can itself be obtained from a maximum entropy argument in x space but I
will not do so here.

Now z is a function of f3 but is assumed in TLS to be independent of
w. TLS show this to be rigorously true for layered nets with real outputs
if E is the usual squared error between data and output. It is true in that
case because the area under a Gaussian is independent of the mean of the
Gaussian.

My derivation here is more direct than existing derivations of TLS, who
apply Bayes' rule to statistical mechanics. In their treatment, the extra
factor of z appears naturally. I can demonstrate the equivalence Equation 13
as follows. I solve Equation 15 for the exponential and substitute it into
Equation 11

where g(w) was defined as "the average generalization of the network" in
(Tishby, Levin, Solla, 1989) "the sample average of the likelihood" of the
network (Levin, Tishby, Solla, 1990) to be

g(w) - f dxp(x)p(xlw). (17)

I now substitute this into Equation 12 to get

(18)

which yields Equation 13 since Levin, Tishby, and Solla define APP as

(19)
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where I have used / to distinguish their varable 9 from the function g(w).
They define the denominator of this expression as

(20)

which can be evaluated with the Dirac delta function to get

(21)

with a similar expression for the numerator, so that

(22)

Equation 13 follows immediately from Equations 22 and 12. Therefore the
average prediction fraction is identical (except for a scale factor z(/3)) to the
TLS average prediction probability under the conditions that TLS assume.
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